Alternative iPad Covers

The original iPad cover that was issued to students afforded the highest protection for the money of any cover on the market. We are aware that other more expensive covers may have even greater protective qualities. We also understand that parents may want to purchase such a cover to have a higher degree of protection against possible breakage and the resulting financial loss.

Parents that chose to purchase another cover for their child’s iPad should be aware that East Allen County Schools makes no claim as to the degree of protection the alternative cover provides and that they are still subject to the policies and procedures for loss, stolen, or damaged iPads outlined in the EACS Student Technology Handbook.

Due to the fact that EACS suffers financial loss whenever an iPad is lost, stolen, or damaged, it is imperative that “approved” alternative covers have a substantially higher degree of protection than the original cover. Therefore, EACS reserves the right to determine the acceptability of alternative covers.

Following is a list of acceptable alternative covers for the iPad Air 2.

1. STM Dux case - $60 estimate
2. Otterbox Defender case - $75 estimate
3. UZBL Shockwave case - $50 estimate
4. Brenthaven BX Edge case - $60 estimate
5. Zagg Folio Bluetooth Keyboard and case - $85 estimate

*Circle the approved alternative cover.

I accept the above terms.

Parent Signature ____________________________________________
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The mission of East Allen County Schools is to inspire in all students a passion for learning while developing knowledge, skills and character necessary to become responsible contributors to the local and global society.